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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
By the time you read this we should be well on our way to our Annual
Convention-"MG '94" in Washington, DC. Enough has been written elsewhere about
this great event, s o I will not take space other than to urge you to "Cruise the Capital"
with us-you'll not regret it! If you don't attend then you'll merely have to read all
about it in a future edition of the "MGB Driver". Then you will wish you had gone!
Since we last spoke I've managed t o get new floor pans installed in the '64 MGBwhat a job! The loan of an air chisel to remove the old floors was a great help, but it
can be done with simpler tools. A full article on the task will appear in a winter edition of the "Driver"and I'm delighted to say that I only lost four pints of blood during
the whole exercise! (not t o mention a fingernail, my favorite coffee mug and a T shirt
which I've treasured since 1976!)
This issue contains the first part of a series on how the MGB was built at
Abingdon, other segments will follow in due course. Late last year I wrote t o friends
of mine who worked at the factory t o ask their help in publishing a definitive
overview of the building of late model MGs in the seventies. Their response was nothing short of amazing! And now that BMW have bought Rover it's time we put on
record just what was achieved at Abingdon, with a dedicated workforce and a strong
sense of community, they built the finest sports cars in the world! We will not see
their like again.
By the way, will you remember to please send any letters, photos, contributions,
small ads, or comments for the "MGB Driver" to the editorial address? That is P.O.
Box 2645, Goleta, California 93117. If you send them t o the Register's Headquarters
in Akin, Illinois there is a delay while they are posted out to sunny California and I like
to keep the publication a s topical as possible.
Finally you may have noticed that we have gone to an outside mailing house for
getting the "Driver"to your home. Unfortunately our first issue mailed by this method
coincided with the LA quake and the U.S. Postal Service went to pieces for two weeks!
We sincerely apologize to those of you who received your Jan/Feb issue very late or
once the bugs
in some cases did not get it at all! It wasn't our fault-honestly!--and
are out of the new system, we hope to get your favorite MG magazine to you even
quicker! (Uncross those fingers now, Marcham!)
Take care-'B safe!
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FROM YOUR SECRETARY
Jerome Rosenberger
Spring is well upon us and Edna and I are getting quite excited about attending the Washington, DC convention. Like many of you who are planning on attending, we hope to take a couple of extra days and see all the sights our nation's c a p
ital has to offer.
Actually Edna and I lived in the DC area for a little over a year some time ago,
so the tourist routine will be more for our son, Ben, than for ourselves! He's wondering if they keep any comic books at the Smithsonian-but I guess that's how
teenagers see their priority today! Anyway the point is, it's a great place to bring
all the family-so this is one convention you will want to have the kids along in
addition to the MG!
Speaking of conventions, we can now officially announce that the MGB
Register's 1995 Convention is all set for beautiful Lake Tahoe, California. It will be
hosted by the Sacramento Valley MG Club who were so successful and efficient in
hosting the GOF West last year. You may not be able to tour the Lincoln
Memorial, but you will be able to take in the spectacular scenery of the High
Sierras and maybe lose a couple of dollars on the roulette wheel!
Also looking ahead, I feel it is not too early to say a few words about this
year's Annual General Meeting of the North American MGB Register. This will be
held in Atlanta, Georgia on October 22nd and more details will be forthcoming in
future issues of the "MCBDriver". We hope that members and local club officers
who live in the Southeast will attend the meeting and let us know how we're
doing.
This year two national offices will be coming up for election. Both the Vice
Chairman and the Secretary of the Register, must according to the by-laws step
down from their office, and these are very important offices for the Register. The
Vice Chairman, in addition to standing in for the Chairman when absent, also has
the responsibility of being Chapter Coordinator. The Secretary is often the first
contact that a new or potential members has with the Register. He (or she) is the
person you reach at the Register's 800 number, and the Secretary also processes
all membership materials, new membership and inquiry packets, in addition to
renewal notices and membership cards.
If you are interested in seeking office for either of these two positions you
should submit a statement outlining your qualifications for printing in the "MCB
Driver" not later than July 31st 1994. You must also notify the Chairman of your
intention to stand for election not later than September 1st so that your name can
be included on the ballot. The ballot will then be mailed to all Register chapters
on that date, to allow the chapters plenty of time to cast their votes for their preferred candidate(s).
If you have specific questions in regard to the duties and responsibilities of
these officers you can contact them directly. Their phone numbers are inside the
front cover of the "Driver". Remember, however, not to wait until the last
minute-you MUST declare your intent not later than September 1st to get on the
ballot, and if you wish to have a statement published in the "Driver"it must be in
the Editor's hands by July 31st.
Have a great Octagonal Summer!

MG NEWS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Dunlop in North America
Our valued advertiser, British Wire Wheel, has been appointed agent for the
Dunlop Classic Tyre Range in America. Based in Santa Cruz, California this
appointment will give greater coverage for the Dunlop brand and BWW will stock
the extensive Dunlop classic range of patterns and sizes in cross-ply textile tyres
to fit all marques and models.
British Wire Wheel are the largest distributor and restorer of wire wheels in
North America, offering a wide range of services. For further information contact:
Bruce Erfer at British Wire Wheel, 1650 Mansfield Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95062,
(408)479-4495.

Canadian British Car Council
We are advised that the above organization has been formed with members
from Ontario's leading British Car Clubs and Associations. The intent is to advise
members of all marques of changes in legislation concerning vintage motor vehicles, especially those affecting emissions etc. The Council will also provide an
interchange of information regarding activities of British car clubs in the area. For
more information contact the Council at Bayview Village, P.O. Box 91135,
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, M2K 2Y6.

Buying Bantam Brits
The Miniature MG Car Club now has members from as far away as South
Africa and New Guinea! The golden age of British Sports cars is faithfully reflected in the many MG models now available from several sources-and if we have
another winter like the one we've just had, it might be a good idea to play with
your toys on the kitchen table!
Publishing a regular newsletter, the MMGCC can be contacted through: Ken
Lawrence, 2850 Maple Rd., Fairfax, VA 22031.

More MCB Model News
We learn from Ross Whittaker of D & R Enterprises that several new models
are on their way, and these include a US Limited Edition version complete with
silver side stripes! The 74%MGB with "Sabrina" overriders will also be available
soon, plus a range of 1975-'80 rubber-bumpered MGBs. Get details from Ross,
whose advertisement can be found on page 56 of the "Driver".

About Our Front and Rear Covers...
Our front cover shot is taken in Abingdon in 1977 close by the "RailwayInn': At
the train station yard we see a "P.E.D."MCB (Personal Export Delivery) on the
transporter, a car possibly destined for an American serviceman displaying UK
license plates. Photo by Dick Knudson.
On the rear cover is the interior o f the MC factory at Abingdon showing the lower
floor o f the Midget line. The upper floor "TrimDeck" is visible in the upper left
cover with a Midget bodyshell about to be slung down. Photo by Dick Knudson.
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Rick "Ernie" lngram
"All my bags are packed, I'm ready t o go ...cause I'm leaving in my MG-Got
some friends in DC I'm goin' t o meet!" My apologies t o the original artists but DC
is where I will '"B" at the end of June for "MG '94--Cruisin' the Capital"!
Hopefully, most of you who are planning t o attend "MG '94" have already
sent in your registration and made your room reservations. However for those of
you who have not yet decided if you are going t o attend this year's convention,
it's not too late to become part of the elite who will be able t o say, "I was there!"
The members of the MGCC Washington, DC Centre have been hard at work (l
even witnessed them in action at "MG '93") t o ensure that all in attendance have
a memorable time. MG personalities, numerous technical sessions, Summit
Racetrack, a surprise o r two, not t o mention friends from far and near await your
arrival in the nation's capital. We hope t o see you and your MG in attendance at
our third annual convention-"MG '94"!
Representatives of the Register will be out in force t o promote and sign up
new members at British car shows across North America this coming summer.
Our Membership Recruitment Coordinator, Robin Weatherall, has been busy
developing exciting concepts for attracting new enthusiasts into our fold. But you
can help too! Our "Go Get A Member" campaign is well underway and with this
program you may find yourself in contention for a super prize donated by one of
our advertisers, a free year's membership t o the NAMGBR for yourself, o r possibly even recognition at our Annual General Meeting to be held in Atlanta, Georgia
in October. A special membership recruitment package has also been developed
for affiliated chapters of the Register. Please contact Robin for details.
Remember, there is safety in numbers, the more members we attract t o the
Register, the stronger our voice will be in matters which may affect our ability t o
enjoy our cars the way they were meant t o be enjoyed. 1 personally challenge
each one of you t o "GO GET A MEMBER" this summer!
On a final note, when was the last time you updated the insurance valuation
on your MG? Owners of many MGs on the road today fail t o carry adequate collision o r comprehensive protection. An appraisal from a reputable source and
some four corner photographs may be all it takes t o prevent an accident with
your MG from becoming a nightmare with your insurance company!
Have a great safe summer of MG delight!
Octagonally,
Ernie

MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The R ~ a d . " ~

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

Toll Free All USA & Canada
Worldwide Orders 913-599-3299
Worldwide Fax
913-541-8500
British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, ~ a n s a s66285-4991

LOOK OUT!..They're After Your Classic Car!
I

A recently published government proposal, dubbed "cash for clunkers" by
the media, would consign all older automobiles to the scrapyard. This proposal,
once known as Senate bills S1220 and S2166, is now S326, and is apparently still
ALIVE!
The proposal is a stereotypical generalization that once again benefits
American business at the expense of the individual. It makes no provision for (a)
People who cannot afford today's stratospheric prices for newer vehicles, @)
people who pride themselves on meticulous physical and mechanical maintenance of their vintage automobiles and (c) People who enjoy owning and restoring old cars as a hobby and/or historical interest.
The current climate of hysteria surrounding the clean air movement is about
to spawn one of the most silly, wasteful and counterproductive policies visited on
the American public; the paying of inflated bounties to spur the premature s c r a p
page of older vehicles. Governments at all levels are yammering about the need
to get rid of these old polluting cars-a recent federal proposal suggests a flat fee
of $700 to be paid for pre-1971 cars.
An Environment Protection Study of dubious validity claims that pre-71 vehicles account for 1.7%of vehicles and for 7.5 percent of pollutants. But here's what
the study forgot to mention-A good percentage of these collector cars are worth
far more then $700. The owners would rather move to Mexico or the Moon rather
than give them up! Another large segment provides transportation that couldn't
be replaced for anywhere near $700-this would leave the 'beaters' that are on
their last legs and destined for the salvage yard.
This country has one longstanding financially viable recycling industry-auto
salvage. Unlike other recycling efforts the auto salvage industry recycles more
than just raw materials-it also recaptures a portion of the "added value" components. A piece of raw metal is worth pennies per pound. A piece of raw material machined into an auto part is worth several dollars per pound. Consequently
when an automobile part is salvaged and resold, not only is the raw material recycled, but s o is the manufacturing, transportation and marketing value recycled.
If we pretend the Wizard of Oz does exist and a Federal program can eliminate all pre-1980 vehicles, what happens to the auto salvage industry, the auto
parts industry and the people who have relied on older vehicles for basic transportation? What are the consequences to the richly diverse automobile collector
and historic vehicles culture? What happens to the thousands of small businesses and their employees who service and accommodate the needs of owners of
older vehicles? Where do we get the billions of dollars necessary to purchase the
new cars?
Middle income people will not be able to purchase or service a more expensive vehicle. The salvage and auto parts industry will lose an important segment
of its market, and automobile enthusiasts and the collector/hobbyist community
would suffer accordingly.
And for what? To accelerate a process that on its own would accomplish the
same fleet reduction of older vehicles in something like five years! The only difference is that the existing system does this in a cost-effective, non-disruptive
manner for several billion dollars less!
Continued on page 50
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ASPECTS OF ABINCDON
By Frilford Heath

This is the first in a series of articles exclusive to the "MGB Driuernwhich will
take you step by step through the assembly process of your MG at Abingdon, during the period when MGBs and Midgets were being built, right up to the final day,
October 22nd 1980, when production ceased. The layout and the workings of the
"G"as it was known locally, are a mystery to many U.S. owners of Britain's most
popular sports car, and this series is designed to enable you to appreciate just
what the men of Abingdon did, and the circumstances under which they did
them.
First we need to understand the layout of the MG plant and where the various departments we will refer to were situated. Over the years the plant expanded considerably in area, ending up eventually covering 41.7 acres with 9 acres of
buildings. However, the basic method of assembly remained the same until the
end of production, with bodies arriving from outside Abingdon, entering the MG
factory on a second level, and progressing along an upper and then a lower line
to completion.
You will see from the plans and diagrams accompanying this feature that the
MG plant was situated just outside the town of Abingdon on Thames, on the north
side of the main road to the west, known as the Marcham Road. MG first moved
here in 1929 into a factory which was purchased from the Pavlova Leather Co.
The early years of MG production at Abingdon have been covered extensively
elsewhere, so we will begin our saga in 1962, the first year of MGB production,
and we'll start with "A" Block which is where the bodies entered the factory for
the first time. "A" was a two story building of which the upper floor was known
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as the 'Trim Deck'. The diagram of the "A" Block production lines will give you an
idea of the layout on the upper floor along which the bodies moved. However,
first we have to get some bodies to move!
MGB bodies started out life some 20 miles from Abingdon in the Pressed
Steel Company's plant at Stratton St. Margaret near Swindon. The Chief Engineer
was Geoffrey Robinson, with Dave Osman in charge of the MGB bodyshell production. The shells were then originally transported by road to the BMC Morris
Bodies Branch at Quinton Road in Coventry, some 57 miles to the north of
Continued on page 12
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 11
Abingdon, and 70 miles north of Swindon. However the BMC Bodies Branch
closed in 1971 after which Cowley took over the painting and trimming which
made far more geographical and economical sense
At Quinton Road a new paint shop had been constructed to prepare the 'B
and a new dip system was installed to apply the primer. The shells were spray
painted, with each coat rubbed down by hand, after which the body was then
trimmed and the seats and carpets were allotted to their respective bodies, but
not fastened down. The bodies were then taken, again by transporter, six MGBs
per load (or nine Midgets), south to Abingdon to enter, via the loading shed, the
upper trim deck in "An Block, the main assembly area at the plant. A 4-color light
system was used on the corner of " A block to call in the bodies from the body
park after they arrived at the MG plant. Each light was of a different color for each
model of body required. (This can be seen quite clearly on page 18 of the "MGB
Driver" Vol. 3, #6 and are just to the right of the raised gate. Also in this photograph can be seen one of the tractor units used for moving the trailers from the
body park into the body unloading shed.)
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The 'B bodies were then slung up to the second floor where they were placed
on 'stillages' (small steel trucks), and the wheels of the truck engaged in a rail set
into the Trim Deck floor. In 1974 there were six assembly lines on the Trim Deck.
Each line was designated by a number and they alternated by geographical
nomenclature. So we had 'Assembly Line 4 North' running parallel alongside
'Assembly Line 4 South'. A study of the factory layout diagram will make this system clear.
The bodies were then pushed along the line by hand, (no automatic conveyor line at Abingdon!) and this enhanced the hand-assembled reputation that MG
had enjoyed for many years. At this stage, each car received a 'build card' which
indicated where the vehicle was finally destined to be shipped. Left hand drive
cars had the card on the right hand side of the windscreen, and right hand drive
conversely saw the build card on the left side. Also indicated was whether the
MGB was going to be built to the Home Market, Europe, California or Federal specification. Build cards stayed with the MGB to the end of the line until it received
its "OK label, the cards then being stored on microfiche.
The bonnet was removed prior to the car going down the line and was carefully tagged to match the numbers written on the windscreen, so that the correct
color match with the car would be achieved when the car finally arrived on the
lower level, complete and ready to be tested. One man's job was just to take the
bonnets down one floor to the end of the line, and then bring back upstairs the
protective fender covers which had accompanied the MGB on its journey through
the factory
Our photographs show just some of the activities on the Trim Deck. The bolt
holes in the bare shell were cleaned of paint, and the car began to receive the hundreds of items needed to make it inhabitable by the driver. The heater and assoContinued on page 14
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Aspects of Abindgon - Continued born page 13
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for the line t o "knock a car off", that is, if the line's daily production target had
been set at 50 cars, the total might be reduced to 49 s o work could proceed at a
slower pace. This was sometimes also the case if one of the hoists on the 'body
drop' t o the lower floor malfunctioned, and had t o be repaired. At certain times
the bodies moving down the line would be covered with polyethylene sheet, one
reason being that birds could (and did!) enter the building and soil the paintwork!
At other times, due perhaps to a component supplier's strike, the line would have
t o be halted and the bodies covered until work could resume.
Once the work on the trim deck had been completed, the body was taken t o
the 'body drop' where it was lowered in slings by a hoist to the lower level t o
receive its suspension, rear axle, wheels and steering gear. However, that story is
for our next issue ...
In preparing this feature the author would like t o acknowledge the invaluable
help of Don Hayter, Geoff Allen, Dick Knudson, John Seager, and the other fine
men of Abingdon who took time t o talk t o the writer.
References also used: "The Illustrated History of the MGB" by Jonathan Wood
and Lionel Burrell; "MG" by Wilson McComb; and "MG International 1977" by
Richard L. Knudson. Dick was also gracious enough t o supply some unique photographs taken while he spent a year's sabbatical in Abingdon in the late seventies, and John Seager was also kind enough t o supply other photographs taken
when h e worked at the "G". All other photos by t h e author.
Continued on page 16
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ciated plumbing, brake pipes and master cylinders, washer pipes, foot and brake
pedals and lights were installed in a bustle of activity. As each operation was
completed the car was pushed along by hand t o the next station for the next
operation, and woe betide the employee who was a little slow t o get something
fitted in time, consequently holding u p the whole line!
At one station you might see the fascia panel and instruments being installed,
while the wiring loom was run into the body, and the seats and carpeting were
secured. Many other items were also added at this stage. Inspectors checked the
cars at each stage of build, wrote the jobs on the card, inspected any work signed
off by rectifiers, and stamped the job off if it was acceptable. They were a separate section with their own foremen. The line foreman would supervise the line
and look after the actual operations and manning of each stage
The trim deck with its glass skylights was light and airy but could be a very
warm place t o work in the summer. On occasional very hot days, workers were
supplied with salt tablets and orange squash. It was not unknown, (on hot days)
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MCB bodyshells wrapped in polythene sheet.

Aluminium parts glassbeaded, threads chased, mating flanges
surfaced, bodies rebushed, suction chambers highly polished,
air pistons matched, brass linkages buffed, stekl parts replated.
NEW: Shafts /Jets / Needles / Grose Jet / Gaskets
SHIPPINS INSTRUCTIONS: Drain gasoline - wrap - pack securely double box-Include letter with Name, Address, Shipping Address, Home Phone, Work Phone, Special Instructions or R e
quirements, MasterNisa Number, we'll call you before we return
the carb.
"Simplya Higher Degree of Excellence"
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614-F Eastern Avenue SE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503-5517
Phone (616)245-2141
Fax (616) 245-MGMG (6464)

AII MCR on the Trim Deck.
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"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs
M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND
A u r h o r l m i \lo,\ L)~\trlburor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE

A general view o f the Trim Deck.

US spec MGBs moue down the Trim Deck line. Note 'Build Card' in hood lock aperture. Master cylinder and headlights are already installed.
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SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE?

DISTANT RELATIVES

EX181 Record Breaker at Syon Park.

4 new photo o f EX205 the main transition stage shape between the MCA with chassis, and the final MCB, EX214 before it became AD023. (Photo by Don Hayter.)

This is what the new MC may look like--and it could be on sale in the UK in just
over a year's time!
20

A super shot o f his MC RV8 by Peter Jenniches o f Bremen, Germany.
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LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
Dear Register,
Thank you for the copy of your excellent magazinethe "MGB Driver1'which I will certainly enjoy reading.
We readily acknowledge the good work carried out by the North American
MGB Register in 'maintaining the breed'!
Long may it continue,
Sincerely,
Alan Kingswell, Overseas Director MG Car Club, England
Winchester, England
Dear Register,
Congratulations on an ever-improving "MGB Driver" The Editor's comments
in the Jan/Feb issue correlating wrenching with bloodletting struck a nerve with
me. It's my theory than an MG cannot be 'cured' without first offering up some
blood! Some of my most impressive wounds have come from mechanical endeavors.
Most backyard mechanics boast of their automotive victories. My victories
are measured by the severity of my injuries, for instance a busted knuckle is good
for a decent spark plug change. Two knuckles will get the timing close. An
exhaust flange gasket? Most likely a very manly gash on the forearm!
If I were ever to restore an entire car, I'm afraid the casts would have to come
off before I could drive it!
Sincerely,
Bob Zimmerman,
President, Emerald Necklace MG Register
Cleveland, Ohio
Dear Register,
Reference your great feature on CKD MGBs in the Jan/Feb issue of the
"Driver". In Graham Robson's excellent book, the "MGA, B & C on page 134, it
states that the total delivery figures quoted for the MGB include the CKD kits. As
at the end of the calendar year 1977, Harvey quoted export deliveries to countries
other than the USA as 39,541 which presumably included those MGBs built in
Australia.
Sincerely,
Barry A. Herr
Mannheim, PA

where the telescopic shock conversion pinched the brake line between the rear
axle and shock body.
Upon talking to the vehicle's owner (usually the conversion performer) I discovered that in every case the rear axle and components had been removed from
the vehicle. The rear components had been disassembled for restorationfpainting and when being reassembled the brake lines were installed forward of their
usual location. If someone is going to perform a telescopic shock conversion,
please follow the advice given by Mr. Jackson and ensure your brake lines are
positioned properly!
Again many compliments on an excellent publication.
Sincerely,
G. Clark Smith
Yorktown, VA
(Mr. Smith was also very eagleeyed in regard to Lloyd Faust's V8 conversion
photographs in the same issue on pages 44 and 45. The pictures were transposed in
printing-those shown on page 45 being the car in 1972 and the shots on page 44
being the same MGB as repurchased by Lloyd in 1990 after the previous owner had
let it go to rack and ruin! Lloyd has now rebuilt the car and it looks just great! See
page 39.-Ed.)
Dear Register,
Thanks for your recent correspondence and the copies of the "MGB Driver"
which we read with interest. You asked about our 'new' 1979 Midget and we have
pleasure in enclosing a photograph. We hope to go touring in it to the Continent
of Europe later this year. This is the first photo we have taken-no doubt it will
not be the last!
Sincerely,
Bill and Heather Charlton
USA Coordinators MG Car Club
Wimborne, Dorset, England

Dear Register,
I really enjoy reading your fine publication and I have just finished the
Jan/Feb issue of the "MGB Driver" and have a few comments.
First, I found Doug Jackson's article on "MGB Rear Suspension" very thorough and informative. Mr. Jackson's treatment of a difficult subject was excep
tional. A word of caution that I would add to anyone performing a telescopic
shock conversion involves the rear brake lines. Being interested in undertaking
one of these conversions on my own MGB, I have looked underneath numerous
MGBs over the past few years. I have seen a small number of late model MGBs
Bill and Heather Charlton's 1979 MG Midget.
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NORMAN'S NOTES

Norman Nock, British Car Specialists, Stockton
A MYSTERIOUS FIRE HAS THE EXPERTS SEEKING HELP!
Let me begin by saying that this is a true story! The problem that happened
to this British car is so rare, that in all my years working on British cars, I have
never seen anything like it before!
The story begins when a car was purchased off the showroom floor, brand
new. The car spent the next fifteen or so years sitting covered in a nice clean
garage. Then one day the owner of this still new car with only 1,800 miles on the
odometer, gave it to his married daughter.
His son-in-law wanted to drive the car s o after filling the gas tank, and
installing a new battery, he started cranking the engine. Gas flooded from the carburetor onto the floor and then it happened-FIRE!
I received a phone call asking if we could repair the damage, so we towed the
car into our shop for inspection. The smell inside the car was that of a brand-new
vehicle, but under the hood was a disaster, black and burned by a gasoline fire!
We recommended to the young man that we should bypass the car's electrical
system and get the engine started, because he didn't know how long it had been
since it was last run, also this would give us a chance to evaluate the damage.
The cause of the fire was the carb float which was stuck in the down position.
While the ignition was on, the fuel pump continued pumping the gas out onto the
garage floor. Then a spark from inside the distributor or from the starter motor
brushes, ignited the vapors.
The engine ran just like the new car that it was, but there was still a problem
lurking in there, just waiting to be discovered. Many hours later after repairing
the fire damage, the under hood area looked just like the rest of the car-brand
new! All the electrical wiring and many electrical parts had been replaced and the
car was ready to be roadtested. The son-in-law wished to show the car to his inlaws when they came to visit. They were unaware that the car had been severely
fire damaged!
Continued on page 47
Blocked Solid!
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EXPERIENCES OF A N AMATEUR MECHANIC
Preston Douglas
Electrical Problems and Test Lights
I must confess that my amateur mechanic's status does not apply to pure
electrical problems. I have been a radio 'ham' since boyhood; there is nothing
electrical that can intimidate me in a simple little car like an MGB. (Ironically the
radio hobby is called "amateur radio"!) I once told our founding Chairman, John
Twist, that I knew a little bit about electricity and soon he sent me a trusted multimeter someone had burned out asking if I could fix it. I was pretty flattered, a s
this was a switch in roles akin to man bites dog! And I fixed the dang thing too ...
A while back in the "Drioer" I wrote about the damage I'd done to a GT trying
to jump it backwards. (Remember that battery to chassis ground is RED in the
MG. What did you expect from a country that drives on the wrong side of the
road?) Well, 1 have also advised that a battery switch is an essential safety device
and it is. Hence my new tale of woe...with a happy ending.
I sold my old GT last year (too rusty to save), and this left me without a runabout/station car. I found a '75 Roadster suitable for everyday driving with very
little rust, however the interior had gotten wet, and the mildew was awful! New
carpets and panels were the likely cure, and I decided a digital radio (with a clock)
would be a welcome addition. The radio was scheduled to go in while the console
was off for fitting the carpets.
Before the renewal began, I installed a battery switch ($14.95) from the folks
who advertise in Hemmings. With just a little fussing, it went in on the ground side
of the battery just fine. The switch is controlled by a rotating handle which does
not come up above the battery cover, s o access is available only by removing that
cover. A little less than convenient, perhaps, but neat. It turned out to be a very
good move.
The radio went in fine, although it was half an inch too deep. When you
choose a radio, the depth must be no more than five inches or the console won't
go back into place. The defroster hoses run behind the radio and steal an inch of
depth to the firewall. I found with my radio that I could just squeak it in by bringing the console fixing screws forward %"; I had to drill new holes and use sheet
metal screws but it looks fine. The console is not a precision fit to the armrest
console anyway. On an MGB what is?
Now radios with clocks need two sources of power; the main power is
switched to the ignition circuit, and the memories/clock need an 'always on'
source. The 'always on' wire is colored Brown in the underdash wiring and be
careful-it is NOT fused! Take power off of it in a safe secure manner. Incidentally,
the memories and backups in modern digital radios d o not draw any significant
amount of power, even long term.
Now I don't know how it happened, but during the reassembly process, one
of the existing brown circuit bullet connectors went back in behind the console
bare/exposed. When I turned on the battery, I didn't get music-l got smoke! I
hate it when that happens! The battery was turned off fast thanks to the battery
switch but unknown damage had been done. The bullet was quickly found, reconnected and taped. When the battery was turned back on, though, I had a dead ignition circuit. Curses!
Now we have to find where the short burned-out the feed to the ignition
switch. Tracing wiring is logic-not luck and you need certain tools to trace a bad

circuit such a s 1) Wiring color code list (there's a good one in the Moss catalog)
2) Wiring diagram (this is to be found in your Bentley's Official Factory Repair
Manual or in the Haynes Manual. You have to have either one or both of these or
you can't work on your car). By the way a good tip for those of you who are of
more mature years (like me!) and have to take off your bifocals to see the small
print is to take the wiring diagram to the office and use the fancy Xerox to enlarge
it! The diagrams are really too small for easy reading. Once you have your blown
up copy you can see that all the wires have two letter codes on them. This is how
you find them in the MGB. Note that dirty wires all look Black! Carb cleaner will
remove the grime and reveal the colors with satisfying ease.
First thing I did was to look for power at the ignition switch. The contacts are
on the left side of the steering column and the 'always hot' Brown wire is soldered
to the center contact. I found no juice there with my trusty test light. You ask
what's a test light? Oh, it's a very sophisticated test instrument from my radio
laboratory-NOT! It's a two dollar item in the autolhardware store and it's just
two wires and a 12-volt bulb. One wire has an alligator clip for ground connection,
the other side may not actually be a wire, sometimes a metal point serves a s the
other contact.
Ground the clip, touch any 'hot' wire with the point and voila!-the light
lights-unless the circuit is dead. Anyway, the test light is the third tool you'll
need to trace electrical problems. In my case I found there was no juice at the
switch. Hmm, let's work back from the switch until we find a live wire. Right on
the other side of the nearest connector block the brown is hot-the light-lights!
This leads to the logical conclusion that the short burned the connector
between these two points, probably where the resistance was just a mite higher
than anywhere else in the circuit. So a minute to bypass the connector for the
brown wire, and the car is alive. (Alive, alive-Dr. Frankenstein!) All back together. All working, carpets in and mildew gone. Console closed-this looks like an
MGB. Radio works and the MGB smells nice too!
(In our next issue, Preston smells raw gasoline while passing through the
Brooklyn Battery Tunnel!-Ed)
The end of
the Trim
Deck line
just prior to
"slinging"
the 'B to
the lower
level.

A PLETHORA OF TIPS FOR MIDGET OWNERS!
Adam Kopff
Great Midget issue of the "Driver" last time and in response to your request
I am enclosing some tips I've learned from the partial rebuilding of my 1978
Midget 1500. In no particular order here they are:
If the clutch pedal seems a little too soft, or the clutch is not working as
well as it should, jacking up the rear of the car as high as is safely possible will
allow those few sneaky air bubbles to escape when the hydraulics are bled.
The 'Dealer Option' stripe kit for the Midget is the same as for the 'Bsobviously omitting the letter 'B' from the MGB.
If you cannot find the paint codes for your Midget, cross check other BL or
BMC models for paint chips or other codes. My Brooklands Green paint code is
from a '76 Triumph and matches perfectly. (Dupont Centari BLVC-16; PPG Delstar
OEM 169, DAR 45190).
Instead of purchasing a rebuilt air pump for around $200, send your old one
to MG Ltd., 8701 Forest Home, Greenfield, WI 53228, (414)529-3200. They can
rebuild your air pump for around $65 plus shipping. Alternatively, with some
modifications a Triumph TR7 pump will work as well. If you are smart enough you
should be able to remove the air pump without removing the alternator and oil
filter!
Living in St. Louis we have cold winters and hot summers. I've found that
using the 160°F thermostat in the summer keeps the temperature gauge in the
middle, and using a 190°Fstat in the winter months allows the engine to warm up
to "normal" range quicker and keeps the cockpit toasty even on the coldest days.
155 SR13 tires will work instead of 145 SR13. Some tire models are not available in the 145 size, but are in the 155. Also the slightly larger tire size should help
a little with handling and traction.
If the velcro on the outer rim of the cockpit doesn't hold down the sides of
the hood, tonneau cover or boot cover, installing a fourth Tenax fastener on each
side will keep that flapping down. Remember to install the Tenax tops on the
hood, tonneau and boot cover.
Baby oil will keep the dash looking like new for a month or so, and also
shines up black tops.
If washer fluid does not gush out of the jets, (or doesn't come out at all!) a
stick pin will clear out the hole in the jets. Often these become clogged with car
wax and other debris, and the slightest amount of restriction can make a world
of difference. If this doesn't work, disconnect the fluid lines from the washer
pump and use a low pressure air compressor to clear the lines of debris.
If you cannot quite pass that emissions test, rebuilding the evaporative canisters might help, and it's a lot cheaper than buying a new set. The top and bottom foam filters can be replaced with similar filters for GM canisters found at
your local car parts store, although they may need a little trimming. The charcoal
can be found at your local pet store by asking for the filter coal used in aquarium
filter systems.
When replacing the carpeting, glue jute backing between the carpet and the
car's floor and back shelf. This deadens road noise tremendously and you should
be able to hear the radio while driving!Jute is a type of compressed fibers (about
%" thick) used as padding or backing for carpet and should be available at your

local carpet store. This is far less expensive and far more effective than the 3Mstyle backing originally installed.
If the starter spins but doesn't quite fully engage on the flywheel it may just
need cleaning and lubricating. Dust from the clutch will build up over time and
may hinder the pinion from thrusting out all the way.
In colder climates, using a synthetic oil such as Castrol Syntec 5W/50 will
ease cold starting, and yet will maintain proper oil pressure when running.
If the sunvisors droop or hang loose when not in place on the windscreen,
installing 3 or 4 washers (and/or a spring washer) between the pivot bracket and
visor locknut will remedy the situation.
Although Midgets may not be as big or as powerful as the 'Bs, they are certainly fun cars to drive (and easy to park too!)
"Salus Velox" (as the Romans might say!)
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MORE ON MCB TRANSMISSION SWAPS

Doug Jackson

Doug Jackson

TRANSMISSION OIL
The introduction of the first rubber bumper styled MGB (1974%) also saw the
introduction of the side filler plug style transmission, both in standard and overdrive configurations. What was most interesting was that these transmission
were filled with hypoid oil!
During this period I was working with warranty claims at a British Leyland
dealership, and numerous claims for transmission repair problems were subject
to rejection because it was thought that the wrong oil had been inadvertently
used. According to our information, the specified oil ranged from 5W/20 to
20W/5O depending upon climatic temperatures.
In actual fact, hypoid oil was the specified lubricant used on the assembly
line and this was confirmed by BL representatives at the time, but somehow this
information never got beyond the MG factory assembly line! Ironically, the MGB
GT V8 model transmissions were filled with either SAE80W or SAE9OW which was
also specified in the owner's manual. This transmission was fitted with overdrive
and, apart from using different gear ratios, it was identical to 1968 MGBs and later
models (the overdrive ratio remained the same).
Obviously someone in their wisdom decided that there were benefits to
using hypoid oil. Could this someone have been a person who worked with
Triumph because SAE80W or SAE9OW was used in most, if not all, Triumph models through to the TR7? My recommendation is to use 80W/90 hypoid oil for all
non-synchromesh and all synchromesh boxes, with or without overdrive. With
overdrive models, engagement of the overdrive should be delayed for several
miles after starting up until the oil has warmed and has reduced viscosity. Also
remember when refilling your overdrive transmission, never use an additive.

This feature deals with the conversion of your non-synchro transmission to
all synchro, (with or without overdrive) and is applicable to 1965 through 1967
MGB Tourers and 1966 through 1967 MGB GT models, both of which were fitted
with l8GBUH engines.

MORE ON REAR AXLES AND TRANSMISSIONS
I read with interest the article by Mike McMullen on page 16 of the Jan/Feb
issue of the "MGB Driver" in regard to the above. Below you will find measurement of combinations of transmissions and rear axles, and their relationship to
the driveshaft required.
Transmission Type
Axle Type
Non-Synchromesh
Banjo
" w/Overdrive
Tubed
" w/Overdrive
All synchromesh
Banjo
" w/Overdrive
Tubed
" w/Overdrive
I
l

See Below
*
**
**
***
*
*
**
**

The driveshaft lengths and the relative Moss numbers are:
* - #268-080 (30"); ** - #268-090 (31.125"); *** - #268-100 (32")
Alternatively one could, depending upon which transmission and rear axle
combination was used, lengthen the existing drive shaft as required.

!
32
I

Flange to Flange
30"
31.125"
30.875"
32"
30.250"
30.250"
31.125"
31.125"

ENGINE
Engine backplates and gaskets 18GF onwards, rear main oil seal and retainer,
flywheel assembly 18GF thru 18V 801/802 (from 18V 883 onwards flywheels only
had one locating dowel hole, should you use this flywheel it will then be necessary to drill an additional hole), flywheel locktab, new clutch cover and disc,
crankshaft bushing, starter motor 1968 onwards, top loading oil filter housing
with spin-on oil filter. (Moss oil filter conversion kit #235-940 will not fit when
using this starter motor) filter housing center bolt H" x 3" USS and center bolt
copper washer. Hardware required as follows: Five of Mfi" x 2%' SAE bolts. Two of
5/16'' x 3" SAE bolts. Six of 5/16" lockwashers. One 5/16'' shakeproof washer. Seven of
Mfi" SAR nuts. One of %" x 1" SAE bolt. One of %" x 1!4" SAE bolt. Two of %" lockwasher and two of %" SAE nut.
TRANSMISSION
All synchro trans, with or without overdrive, (either top fill 1968
thru 1974 or side fill 1974%onwards),
gear lever and components 1968 thru
1976 including shift knob, retaining
plate, 3 special bolts and washers,
anti-rattle bushing, plunger
and spring, clutch release
bearing with clips, clutch
release arm pin and bush.
80/90W oil.
OVERDRIVE
Overdrive isolation switch with adjustment washers (adjust switch to operate in 3rd and 4th gear only. 1977 onward overdrive only operated in 4th gear.
This was achieved by the installation on a micro switch attached to the selector
mechanism, therefore disregard this switch and rewire accordingly).
TRANSMISSION MOUNTING (NON-OVERDRIVE)
The existing crossmember may be used with new mounts and it is recommended that engine recoil brackets (Moss #413-075 & #413-085) be fitted. For
preference 1 would use the following setup.
TRANSMISSION MOUNTING (OVERDRIVE)
Complete crossmember 1974% onwards with the following: all brackets,
mounts, bushes, buffer pads, engine restraint rod with bracket plus spacers, front
exhaust strap plus all necessary nuts and bolts.
Continued on page 34
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More On Transmission Swaps - Continued from page 33

AT THE SITE OF "MG '94''

DRIVESHAFTS-See feature on page 32.
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SPEEDOMETER
Speedometer cable (Moss #331-190) Rather than figure out which speedo
drive pinion to use, move the MGB through 52' 9.5", count the number of
speedometer revolutions, multiply by 100 and this will be the number of turns the
cable makes in one mile. (See also page 52 MarlApril '94 "Driver").Have the
speedometer rebuilt and calibrated to this number, and also at this time replace
the speedo drive pinion oil seal.
ELECTRICAL
Dash overdrive operating switch and escutcheon. Six feet of 14 gauge wire
with necessary connectors. (Attach this to the existing yellow wire at the wiring
loom connector block adjacent to the starter solenoid, for the operating switch
attach to the existing wires immediately behind the dash). Remove original
starter solenoid to starter motor cable, file out to fit new starter solenoid terminal, refit and reroute cable.
TUNNEL COVER
This operation is best carried out while the transmission is removed.
Proceed as follows: Remove speaker console and ashtray assemblies. Pull back
the upper tunnel carpet, and remove upper tunnel metal cover. Make two hacksaw cuts at the rear of the tunnel to a depth of 1H" following the existing aperture
width. Position new tunnel cover and drill holes per instructions. Final fitment
should be done after engine and transmission installation is complete.
STARTER MOTOR
Personally I have found the most convenient way to solve the starter motor
fitment, and with it the adjacent tunnel to transmission interference problem, is
as follows: Before assembling the engine backplate to the engine, temporarily fit
it to the all synchromesh transmission. Remove the transmission material that
would have accommodated the top starter motor securing bolt, until the M" x 1%"
SAE bolt can be inserted from the rear directly through and butt up against the
back plate. This will mean one less bolt securing the transmission to the engine
backplate, but this should not present a problem. (Note: If the above is carried
out, it will not be necessary to modify the transmission tunnel.)
(Doug is the proprietor of British Automotive in Novato, California. Call him
on (415)883-7200 for more information on modifications, power and handling.)

The 1980 MGB Limited Edition o f Roger King beside the Iwo Jima Monument in
Washington, DC.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR

Bob Mason

First a letter from Omaha...
Dear Bob,
I've recently joined the MGB Register and have been reading through past
editions of the "MGB Driver". I'm writing about your article in Vol. 1, #4 on pinion
oil seals.
I do my own work on our 1980 MGB but haven't yet had to do anything to the
differential. 1 need to replace the pinion oil seals however. Would you please
advise me on the proper procedure so I don't cause myself any problems later on.
My Haynes manual just says take it to the dealer!
Thank you and I enclose a SASE,
Bruce Cratty
Omaha, NE
Dear Bruce,
You are to be commended in reading through all of the back issues of the
"Driver"and your question regarding the pinion oil seal was indeed addressed in
the 4th edition of the Register's publication. If you have read the special section
of the Robert Bentley manual you will have noted that all kinds of special tools
were utilized at the MG factory with accompanying dire warnings about
whatfwhat not to do as far as setting the preload on that crushable spacer, and
as you say, the Haynes manual recommends taking it to the dealer!
However the Merry Men of Abingdon, led by Peter Laidler, came away with a
far simpler method of replacing the pinion oil seal, and 1 have paraphrased his
method here. I have completed this process on a number of MGBs, including my
own, and the oil seeps/drips have yet to reappear.
The first thing to do is purchase a new oil seal for a tube type axle and then
remove the driveshaft flange from the pinion. At this time you will see a large 'M"
NYLOC nut bolted onto the pinion shaft. What you MUST do now is to mark the
nut in relation to the pinion shaft with a center punch. After having marked the
pinion in relation to the shaft itself, you now have to undo the nut. DO NOT use
an air hammer! Either leave the rear wheels on the ground, or lock the handbrake
very hard to keep the pinion shaft from turning, and then you can think about
removing the nut. You can use the expensive factory flange tool or place a large
screwdriver between two old bolts placed in the flange holes to keep things stationary while you turn the nut tight against the force of the bar.
The nut will initially be rather tight to move, but before you start to remove
the nut, mark the socket with a blob of paint, outside and in line with the center
punch mark on the nut so you can count the number of revolutions of the nut, via
the socket. Now count the EXACT number of turns required to remove the nut
from the pinion shaft-it will be about 11 turns or so. Saying 'ten and a bit' or
'nearly 12%'is not good enough! If it is 10 and a quarter turns then that's what is
needed-WRITE IT DOWN!
Now off with the nut and with a sharp rap of the mallet, the flange will come
off, along with the dish-shaped cover to expose the leaking oil seal. A standard
flat screwdriver will easily lever out the old seal. Lubricate the new seal and tap

it into position with a piece of wood until the rim of the new seal is flush with the
top edge of the axle case. Then reinstall the flange assembly.
Put the NYLOC nut back on and screw it up to the EXACT number of turns
that were required to remove it. It will tighten up somewhat towards the last !4
turn or so, as the preload takes up. Just persevere until the center punch marks
line up, and that's all there is to it. What you have now done is to tighten the nut
to a degree of rotation as opposed to a torque figure, and if everything was in
order before the nut was removed, then it will now be the same with the nut reinstalled. The preload on the bearings and the crushable spacer will again be identical-all that will be altered will be the new oil seal and that of course has no bearing on the proceedings at all.
Perhaps you will see now why I didn't include all this information with my
original article. It is a bit involved and I hope that this will make the process easier for you. Should you have any further questions not answered by the above
give me a call.
Bob

...and now to a few more problems from my mailbag, mainly on...
ELECTRIC COOLING FANS
The electric cooling fans on the 1977-'80 models seldom give any trouble and
if they do start to become a bit noisy, most of them can be disassembled and
lubricated. Most problems can be easily checked by having the key in the "on"
position and jumping the two terminals of the connector at the thermo switchif the fans now operate, the electrical circuit through the relay is OK. Should you
think the fans do not activate soon enough as indicated by the temperature
gauge, the thermo switch can be checked for proper operation.
Connect the cable ends of your voltfohmeter, in the 'ohms' position, to the
individual terminals of the thermo switch. Place the thermo switch in a pot of
water over heat, up to the shoulder of the switch. (Do not submerge!) By watching a suitable thermometer (candylbaking, etc.) as the water heats up, observe
the temperature at which the needle on the gauge "jumps". It should close the circuit somewhere about the 205"-215°F mark. When reinstalling the thermo switch
into the radiator, always use a new rubber retaining seal.
Still on cooling fans, a Register member called with a problem concerning her
1978 MGB. She had needed a new radiator and had been told the only replacement available was as fitted to the 1980 model. She was told that installation was
no problem but that she would also need the later style electric fan thermo
switch and rubber seal. Starting soon after the introduction of the 1980 model,
this later type of fan switch and seal were fitted, the switch now being fitted with
two spade type terminals.
The new radiator was duly installed, but after filling the cooling system and
warming the engine up, the thermo switch was observed to start slipping out of
the rubber seal. It was pushed back in, but again started to slip out of position!
During our telephone call, I asked if the special retaining clip was installed to
which she replied, "What clip"? When she had ordered the later type radiator, she
Continued on page 39
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~echnicalCoordinator - Continued from page 3 7
had been told about the requirement for the later type switch and seal, but nothing was said about the special spring clip which is also required. This clip (factory part #KTP 9006) is essential for the security of the later style fan switch. A
clip was sent t o her and the problem was eliminated.
This special clip is apparently not available from the suppliers of the radiator, and is not shown o r mentioned in the parts catalogs of major suppliers of
MGB parts, although it MAY be available when placing your order. It cannot be
emphasized enough that this clip is absolutely essential t o ensure the security of
the later style thermo fan switch. The 1977-'79 style switch and seal will NOT
interchange t o the 1980 model radiator because of the size of the locating hole. If
you must use the later style radiator, you must also use the later type fan switch,
retaining rubber seal, and the special retaining clip. Whatever you do, d o not take
a chance and operate your MGB equipped with the later style radiator without
this clip, even if it means writing to England t o get one!
See vou in DC!

Here are two of our technical guru's cars. Above is a 1970 Roadster,
GHN5UAl94356 and below is a 1967 Right Hand Drive CT, GHD3129571 (although
we are told this one belongs to Bob's better halt; Sue!).

The latest V8 conuersion of Lloyd Faust takes shape.
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THE V8 REPORT

REV U P Y O U R R E T I R E M E N T

Kurt Schley

Lee Heredia (Reprinted from the "Florida Retirement Times")

Want to have some fun? Walk into your local auto parts store and ask for a
throw-out bearing. When the kid behind the counter asks, "What kind of car?", tell
him, "It is for an MGB V8 with a Buick engine, Triumph TR8 flywheel, a Ford pressure plate, and a Borg-Warner 5-speed transmission from a Monza." 1 did that yesterday. With the help of a sketch, and about 45 minutes of his time, we found one
and I slipped the fellow an extra $10 both for his patience and for not installing
the bearing where I would be able to rotate if seated! Part of the challenge of
building an MG V8!
Anyway, I wanted to pass on the following info which should be of interest to
MG V8 aficionados. (Always wanted to try that word!) I have been asked numerous times how many MG V8s there are in the US. As an semieducated guess, I
would put the number at about 200, with perhaps 250 more in various stages of
construction or planning. Over the last couple of years, 1 have compiled a list of
about 45 MG V8s and did a little tabulating from it:
Model
TYpe
Engine
Vintage
MGTs - 2
Conversions - 39
V-8 - 41
Chrome Bumper - 26
MGA - 3
Original - 6
V-6 - 4
Rubber Bumper - 19
MGB (Roadster) - 26
MGB-GT - 14
There are even three mega-fortunate persons on my list who actually own
TWO MG V8s (Must have hit the lottery or don't have kids!)

You want excitement? Don't know what to do with yourself now that you're
retired? After an active busy life, suddenly everything is Dullsville? Or perhaps
you find yourself single in your sunset years and yearn to be popular with the
opposite sex again? No problem-get an MGB!!
No, this is not some new-fangled treatment guaranteed to bring back youth
and virility. No medical breakthrough. No MRI. Nothing like that!
I mean an MGB-that ever-youthful, long-lived British sports roadster, that
captivated thousands of Americans with its looks and driving challenges. The
Brits quit making it in 1980, but it still sprints smartly away through traffic on
Broadway as well as Worth Avenue. Its racy lines make even the most jaded eyes
turn in admiration to envy the lucky driver sitting jauntily behind the wheel, top
down, wearing a classic British driving cap on his head.
The MGB glows like it's just out of the showroom. Spotless. The body gleams
with a rich, deep polish. The chrome trim reflects the sunlight in bursts of dazzling splendor. The latest of Detroit's efforts pale into insignificance alongside.
Look closer. The driver is no college kid out with his date. It's a senior citizen out for a drive with his companion, and how did this venerable citizen
become the cynosure of all eyes in a vehicle that has been out of production for
years?
It wasn't easy, but if you were to ask him he would swear it was all worthwhile. I know. I got the fever after driving a friend's MGB and bought one. From a
life beginning to get boring, I suddenly came face to face with challenges, problems, consternation, aggravation and some financial woes! Much to my surprise
the experience turned out to be a mutual restoration project-therapeutic and
beneficial to both me and the car.
MGBs are much loved. There are recorded instances of MGB owners who like
plant lovers, talk to their cars. It is a safe bet however, that more owners talk to
themselves trying to trouble-shoot the zany British wiring and ignition system!
Even though the last MGBs were built in 1980, parts are easier to get now and
according to British car fans of long standing, cost proportionately less. There
are several catalog firms in the United States who carry everything needed to
keep British sports cars purring, from nuts, bolts and crankshafts to decals and
body parts.
The MGB engine is of straightforward design as the British manuals put it,
but although the four cylinder power plant is simple enough it is possessed of
some extraterrestrial qualities that mystify even the most qualified technicians!
One MGB owner in Boston has a smooth running engine of exceptional performance that runs only on cool, cloud days! On sunny days the engine will purr
like a pussycat until the thermometer hits 90°F. Then, whether the engine is idling
at a traffic light or speeding on the turnpike, it suddenly cuts out. It won't start
up again until it rests about 15 minutes. Then it will continue perking smoothly,
sometimes for days without repeating the stunt. Or it might decide it needs
another rest an hour later, however it will always start up after its respite!
The best minds are baffled but the owner is determined to find the cause. He
completely refurbished the original carburetor and finally installed another of a
different make. He is now checking the ignition system. Some of this 'fault diagContinued on page 42

David Knowles, the V8 Registrar for the MG Car Club, has written a 128page
book devoted entirely to stock and conversion MG V8s. "MG V8 21 Years On"
covers the V8 from its introduction in the '70s to the RV8. Included are prcduction histories, road tests, tech data, and conversion tips. The book will be
available April 1, 1994, through specialist outlets such Classic Motorbooks,
P.O. Box 1, Osceola, WI, 1-800-826-6600
For the MG V8 enthusiast there are two other books which should be of interest: "The Rover V-8 Engine " (2 12 pgs.) and "Tuning Rover V8 Engines" (230
pgs.) both are written by David Hardcastle. The books are also available from
Classic Motorbooks.
The records I inherited for the V-8 Register were somewhat incomplete. I am
uncertain that all of the NAMGBR members who should be in the Register
were listed. If any member wants to be in the V8 Register and did not receive
a letter from me, please drop me a line or give me a call. If you reach my
recorder, please leave a daytime number.
There is a source for metal models of both the MGB GT V8 and the MG RV8
(as well as about 50 other MG types) it is: R.A.E. Models, Ltd., Unit 2 Service
Rd. Off Corrrie Rd., Addlestone, Surrey KT15 2HS England. The models are ?43
scale and cost approximately f50.
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nosis' as the manual puts it, he does himself, but neither his work, or that of highl y paid technicians has thus far been successful.
He is completely immersed in the problem and has given up all else i n desperate attempts to find the trouble. Meanwhile, the thought of how sweet it will
be when he finds the answer keeps him going. He keeps the MGB polished and
ready, but uses i t only at night and for jaunts around town on cloudy days.
Dullsville is a thing of the past, but he knows that when he does find the answer,
there will be another problem to solve.
This mechanical toy can be costly. I t is best handled b y someone handy with
tools and with a general knowledge of what makes automobiles run. But the driving rewards and personal satisfaction derived from maintaining one of these
pert eye-catching sportsters is well worth the aggravation.
Ask the man or lady who owns one!
(Lee Heredia is an octogenarian fiction writer who lives in North Florida.-Ed.)

Classic MGB Spares
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From The Original
British Parts Specialist
J

The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!
We stock obscure as well as common items.
Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration of
your classic MG sports car.

J No Risk Shopping!
We want you to be happy with the components
you get from us! We have the best returns
policy in the business and always go
the extra mile to keep you satisfied.

-

t/ Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!
Our longer hours make it more convenient for
you to shop for the parts you need, especially
evenings and weekends! Phone us Monday
through Friday from 6 am to 7 pm Pacific Time
and 7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.

J Faster Service!
We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by
2 pm, your local time, for same day shipping.
t/ Free Illustrated Catalogs!
Our famous, comprehensive catalogs
help you find the parts you need
quickly and easily. Just specify
the edition you need: MG TC-TD-TF,
MGA, MGB or SpriteIMidget.

t/ Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!
Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
specially priced sale items, new product
releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

J Quality Parts, First Class Service!
Give us a call, we know that you'll be pleased!

The 1970 MGB of Michael Ross, Edmund, Oklahoma.

MOSS MOTORS, LTD.

P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

800-235-6954

Toll-Free Ordering in U.S.A. & Canada

805-968-6910

24 Hour Fax Ordering

TERRY MITCHELL

A profile by David Knowles
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Terry Mitchell spent almost thirty years of his working life with the MG Car
Company, working his way up from novice draughtsman t o Chief Chassis
Engineer. Along the way he participated in a wonderful variety of projects which
form fundamental parts of post-war MG history. Terry was born in 1921, and like
many of his generation found inspiration in erector sets and steam engines, the
latter remaining t o this day one of his greatest hobbies.
On leaving school, Terry wanted to work in the drawing office of the Great
Western Railway's Swindon works, but this was not t o be and after sitting an
exam he started a s a junior booking clerk at a local railway station! This was in
1937 and was followed by a spell of wartime service a s a Flight Mechanic and fitter in the Royal Air Force. Post-war he spotted an advertisement for a job at the
Cowley based MG & Riley drawing office.
Terry applied and was duly interviewed by Gerald Palmer, the gifted engineerjstylist who had himself only recently joined MG's parent Nuffield organization from Jowett, and he got the job! Terry is modest enough to recall that h e was
very much a novice in those days, and says h e was fortunate to start work on a
drawing board next t o a gifted graduate called Tom Honeysett, who was able t o
guide him on many engineering matters. Terry needed this guidance a s h e got
into his first tasks which was t o adapt the existing Riley RME and RMA models to
take hydraulic brakes, and then detail the rear suspension for the new Riley
Pathfinder.

Terry Mitchell stands proudly between two of his "EX" projects, # I 79 and #181.
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In addition t o the Pathfinder, the Cowley based drawing office was responsible for much of the work with the ZA Magnette and of course the TF Midget-the
latter Terry recalls a s little more than a "knife and fork" styling job! Syd Enever
was naturally a regular visitor to Cowley, and s o when the new Abingdon drawing office was established in 1954, Terry was asked to transfer over, which h e happily agreed to. His first job a t the new drawing office was the body of the EX179
Record Breaker. Syd Enever's instructions to Terry were for a body which
"looked just like EX135 (the pre-war record breaker) but differentw-apparently a
typical Syd remark!
The experience with EX179 led him to design in conjunction with Enever the
distinctive tapered body of EX181-known to the media a s the "Roaring
Raindropv-the lines of which would later serve a s inspiration for the MGB
Roadster. Over the ensuing years, Terry became intimately involved in all of the
significant MG development work-including an abortive, surreptitiously developed Le Mans prototype, W(186. This car had t o be hurriedly disposed of when
the BMC masters got wind of it ("John Thornley told us t o crate it up and get rid
of it; 1 think it was shipped t o San Francisco," recalls Terry.) Of course, h e was
also very much involved in the MGA and the MGB.
By the beginning of 1970, Terry had risen t o the rank of Chief Chassis
Engineer, second in command t o the Chief Engineer, a post held a t that time by
Roy Brocklehurst. Terry took charge of the building of the first official MGB GT
V8 prototype, a task which he recalls a s one of the most pleasant in his career, in
the light of the fact that h e was able t o get on with the task unfettered by interruptions o r peripheral problems. Like most of his contemporaries at Abingdon,
Terry recalls the V8 engined MGB with great affection, coupled with sadness and
a little bitterness that the car was never given the opportunity it deserved.
He was also involved with the mid-engined AD021 prototype, which was seen
by some at Abingdon a s a great hope for MG's future, but with the cancellation of
this project the V8 effectively became the last iteration of the Abingdon sports
car.
Following the closure of the MG factory, Terry was able t o return to his first
love, model steam locomotives, a passion h e pursues t o this day. However, not
for the former Chief Engineer the small scale approach, h e has his own garden
railway and is actively building an exquisitely detailed %th scale steam locomotive!
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Technical Tips to Make Your 'B More Enjoyable!
Once again, DON BISHOP, MGB Registrar of the MG Car Club in England,
offers sound advice for MGB drivers gained from experience!
Had a little problem the other day when I wanted to replace the timing cover
crankshaft oil seal. No matter how I tried I could not undo the large pulley nut.
Handbrake on, top gear selected, long bar on the correct socket--darned thing
wouldn't shift and the only sign of movement was the MGB itself! How t o stop the
pulley from turning? That was the problem.
The pulley is one of the solid type fitted to 18V engines, with the damper
built in. Out of the toolbox came my two large vise grips and by opening them up
to nearly maximum spread, I managed to get a "grip" (two actually!) on each side
of the pulley. One grip was resting on the top of the left hand (facing) chassis leg,
while the other was against the underside of the right hand leg. Once more onto
the nut with the long socket and bingo!-one loose pulley nut. This system can
also be used to help with the tightening process when refitting, however, it is
NOT recommended for engines with the older pressed-steel type of pulley.
Incidentally, I found the easiest way to clear the steering rack in order to
remove the crank pulley, was to undo the engine mounts, and jack the car up gently under the sump using a piece of wood to protect the sump and spread the
load. (While I was at it I replaced the mounts a s well, the rubber doesn't last forever!) I know that the recommended way is t o undo the rack, but there may well
be all important shims under the steering rack mountings which can easily be
lost, or otherwise replaced incorrectly, s o for me the engine mount method is
preferred.
When replacing the timing cover with its new seal, remember to leave the
cover screws loose to allow you to push the pulley gently through the seal in
order t o centralize it all. With the pulley in place, you then tighten two or three
of the cover screws to fix the cover in place. Remove the pulley and go round
tightening all the screws, (6 Ibs./ft. for the K" bolts, 14 Ibs. for the %6" bolts). Then
put a smear of engine oil around the new seal before pushing the pulley onto the
crank for final fitting. Remember the new lockwasher under the pulley nut, and
also tap it into the depression in the pulley face, in addition to the one over the
face of the nut.

We roadtested the car and noticed that the engine temperature was climbing. Closer inspection revealed a non-circulation problem in the cooling system, and it was obvious t o the mechanic that the thermostat was stuck in the
closed position, and removal of the thermostat housing proved it. The output
side of the thermostat was plugged solid with a hard, yellow clay type material. Please refer to the photos accompanying this article which are from an
MGB, however, most British cars have the same type of aluminum housings
The housing and thermostat were replaced and the engine temperature
was now normal, but when the engine warmed up the car ran way too rich! The
automatic choke was stuck in the 'on' position and inspection revealed that the
aluminum choke housing was, just like the thermostat, plugged solid. So the
choke housing was replaced and the car now ran well, but the heater was not
working. Guess what, the aluminum heater valve was also plugged solid and
had to be replaced.
The block and the rest of the cooling system was cleaned and found to be
just as they would be on a new car. It would appear that the blockage was only
in those parts of the system that had aluminum housings. I spoke with the technical reps from the anti-freeze companies but they could shed no light on what
this this yellow, hard deposit was, why it built up, and why only in the aluminum housings. Remember this car had covered less than 1,800 miles since
new! If any of our engineer members can come up with an answer it would
make a good follow-up article.
As a final note, change your coolant every year to keep your system a s
clean as possible, and if you notice the engine temperature is higher than it
used to be, flush and clean your radiator and engine block thoroughly.

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needsof the MG Vintageenthusiast. We havesuccessfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to helpwith race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgetstoo!
Items ranging from full motors in various states of tune, to the leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, C/R - SIC
gear sets. LSD units, minilite wheels, 610 8 WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
uprated shocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
CUL FOA CRB m r a r PmFaaunclP u m WTUOQ

GRESWELL, OR 97426

(Appointment Only)
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Products that Perform

Or Driving on the Wrong Side!
BOB HORZMANN, St. Louis
Over the last year I have had the ability to ruin what was a normal relationship I had with automobiles due to driving a Right Hand Drive MGB GT that I
rebuilt. While not quite finished, most of my friends credit this car with being my
best effort to date at restoration. I of course was smitten with the romance of a
right hand drive from the moment I first saw the car.
My first discovery in driving, was that except for looking in the rear view mirror, the process of right hand driving on right hand roads is not that more difficult,
and I felt twenty-five years younger a s I learned to cope with this new adventure
of driving. Shifting was more deliberate, signaling for turns painfully slow, and
mailboxes presented new hazards while driving.
These new challenges faded after the first few weeks, then the driving problems seemed to increase! In driving a normal left hand drive car the driver uses
the center line to establish correct lane position. This theory goes out the window when driving right handed! Most often you position the car while looking out
the window at the white line along the shoulder. The gutter begins to be your
guide. When the white line disappears even greater interest is taken in where the
gutter really is, and if the wipers quit (not an uncommon adventure!) you simply
roll down the windows and follow the gutter. To date I haven't parked in one yet!
Simple things become difficult. A trip to deposit your paycheck at the bank
becomes a challenge-and drive-through banking really isn't!
On my first attempt I drove up to the window, rolled down the passenger side
window and tried to place my check in the sliding drawer. Either the car was too
low, or the window too high but my arm could not reach. I had memories of being
a little kid reaching for a grab bag of treats at a school carnival-but wait a minute
this is my paycheck! I had to pull forward, get out and walk up to the window to
make my deposit, which defeats the whole effect of having drive-up windows in
the first place.
I am not an individual who is easily defeated or necessarily prone to convention. Two weeks later I drove through the drive-thru lane in reverse! This works
but the effect on the tellers is dramatic. First I've discovered that the bank
cashiers memorize your name and your car. Second they are more prone to making mistakes in crediting your account, but I guess laughter will do that. Now
when I go to the bank I walk into the lobby and the tellers, even those who don't
work the drive-thru, all know me by name and always ask about the MGB. All the
members of my family have been identified with me and the 'B and are subject to
the same treatment which has thrilled them no end!
My son, using the logic of a nine-year-old, dislikes riding with me. At first he
joked about being the driver, and pretending to steer. After the first few weeks
however he more often sat impassive in his seat, (on the left hand side of the car
remember!) Upon questioning, he finally admitted that people were looking at
him a s if HE were responsible for MY driving! This was too much of a burden to
bear and a s one of my most reliable rally partners, his loss was a real blow!
Since I often cannot drive the 'BGT for both logistical and mechanical reasons, I drive my Chevy 'Pick'emup' truck. This multi-vehicle option has further
clouded my driving. On more than one pre-coffee morning I have gotten in on the
Continued on page 50
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ENGINE: 1 9 2 4 c c Engine K i t - 8 3 m m P i s t o n s , c a m s h a f t , r o l l e r r o c k e r s .
Electronic I g n i t i o n Kits. Carb modifications and m a n i f o l d alternatives.
A l t e r n a t o r a d a p t a t i o n f o r Generator e q u i p p e d cars. COOLING:
Expansion tank Kit (pre177), Electric Fan Kit. BRAKES: Drilled Cad-plated
Front disks, Carbon Fiber Brake Pads, Brake Pressure Modulator Kits.
SUSPENSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), Fiberglass
Rear Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
TRANSMISSION: Polypropelene Trans Cover ('63-'67all-synchro conversion)
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL US

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE

=I

(415 ) 883-7200

We perform vlrtudly dl aspects of seNkhg
tndudhg, but not lmted to complete drtvellne
and chassk repalr. reb'rnrnhg and rnechanlcd
upgrades, as well as commehenslve rnalntalnance and tunlng. Please Inqulre.
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SPORTS CAR SERVICES
we~;g;~:

~~~~~~0

VoOoRoS m C E
We ship dally by U.P.S.
for Actual U.P.S.Fees Only
All orders received 3:30 shipfl today
Rush Order Veh& Off Road senice
adable untll6:30

V.O.R.charges apply

SPORTS CAR SERVICES
Westminster, VT

SERVICE

802 387 4540

PARTS

SPORTS CAR SERVICES \
Westminster, Vt.
802 387-4540
"An ounce of prevention Is woflh a pound of cum"
Broadly speabng, mere are w ways that Um bake s e e m of
your spom car wears. The lrsl is brake lining and drum a disc
wear. The second and potentially more sen= is detwioralbn of
hydraulics. Replamen1 of brake pads and shoes compnsales
for m m a l wear and tear, bul il is w r opinion ma1 rwaoament 01
hydraulic cylinders arises horn benign n e g m
To gel lechnical a m n t brake fluid is h y g ~ ~ ~ whkh
~ p i s
meam mat it absorbs moislure. Not only does 'war brake fluid
have a much lower Wling poinI. very dangerous! but that mo&
lure is also busy corroding mastet cylinders. c a t i p s and wheel
cylinders internally. Slllcon brake nuid, on I.b omer hand. ab
sorbs ca maislure but ha5 NO drawdade of i5 M; Um l a a fhal
it doesn't mmbine unm mnvenbonal brake fluid. and a decdedly
m
ia
lendency m kak m unde, maintained brake systems.
No less an a u h r i y man Lvcas Girling 'emphaWly r e m
m e w changing brake nuid every 10 m m s . Our reammen.
dason, based on our expenem, is evey Nlo years. In much me
same manner mat most of us change engine d l religiously,a brake
nuid change IS really a routine sew'b f a hydraulic sysems.
Here at Spom Car Sewicas, one of our specidties is Nning up
Brltish brake systems, using Caslrol GTLMA DOT4 rated
brake fluid irs m e t h i n g we enioy dong. It me bakes in your
spom car are ready lor sane nu!ntenance. whemer you're
dong it yourself or farming it out, we hope you'll call on us soon.
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right side of the truck expecting to drive. Luckily not many have observed this
action so my reputation is protected, however I do find myself checking to see
where the wheel is situated, more often than necessary, as if it might have
changed during the night!
One final warning to those of you who might be seduced by right hand drive
cars-Don't be a smart ass! Passengers that now find themselves sitting on the
'wrong' side, still expect to have some degree of control over the car. They don't!
My mistake was to take the wife for a short ride. For the past fourteen years we
have often criticized each other's driving, but never anything more than little
barbs, soon forgotten. Knowing that Sharon has rather poor depth perception, I
purposely waited longer than usual to stop behind a truck. This caused her to
stomp rapidly at the brake pedal-the only problem being that there was no
brake pedal! She damned near dented the floor panel of the 'B stomping at a nonexistent footbrake! Now she's reluctant to ride with me, but happily I can report
that I have been able to move back into the house!
I would strongly recommend a right hand drive MGB in the USA to anyone
who wants to be remembered by bankers as the village idiot, have more personal knowledge of the underside of mail boxes, and drive alone a lot!

MGB PARTS
I
Aluminum valve cover wicap .................................................................$ 58.00
B deluxe cut pile carpet set w/snaps ......................................................$119.00
B trunk carpet kit wispare tire cover ......................................................
$54.00
Seat kit, pair ............................................................................................. $195.00
$139.00
70-80 Complete interior panel set ..........................................................
Dash top cover .........................................................................................$ 38.00
Sunvisors, pair .........................................................................................
$ 38.00

........................................................................................ $165.00
.......................................................................................$199.00

Convertible top
Body rubber kit
\Veber carburetor conversion kit
62-74 Head gasket set
Cylinder head, bare outright
Piston set. with rings and pins
Street performance cams (exchange)
72-80 Lifter set
Clutch kit (3 pieces Borg and Beck)
B Rear wheel cylinder
Major front suspension rebuilt kit, both sides
Tube shock conversion, all four

..........................................................
.............................................................................

$329.00
18.00
$225.00
$148.00
$ 65.00
$ 28.00
$ 89.00
$ 14.50
$110.00
$195.00
$

..................................................................
...............................................................
....................................................
.........................................................................................
......................................................
.............................................................................
.....................................

.............................................................

r

-Visa, MC, COD
*Daily UPS
*Prices good thru 8-30-94

-Call for other parts
-Fast friendly service

10915 S.\V. 64th Are.. Dept. 8E, Portland. OK 97219

503-245-3806
FAX 503-245-9617
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Look Out! - Continued from page

RUGBY SHIRT. 59% POLYESTER
AND 50% COlTON WITH 2 BUlTON
PLACKET AND TURN-DOWN
COLLAR AND RIBBED CUFFS.
AVAILABLE IN:

8

Let's hope the people supposedly in charge, see the folly in this massacre of
our automobile heritage.
"Safety Fast"!
Albert R. McNeely, Ashmore IL
(Albert's ardent plea certainly strikes a chord with me. Here in California they
seem determined to get all pre-1980 vehicles offthe road as soon as they can! Even
ifyour precious MGB has been stored behind the barn for the past ten years they can
still get it offthe road when the legislation goes through!Also isn't it about time some
o f the "people in charge"stopped trying to tell us what we should or can do? Or what
is good for us? Or what is bad for us? They had this attitude back in England in
Puritan times, and look what happened after that! 'Live and let live' was my old
Dad's motto. Write your elected representative, and tell him to get "them"o f four
backs!-Ed.)

ROYAL BLUE,WHITE
KELLY GREENWHITE
SIZES: S-XL
710

BURNS

ClNClNNATl
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513

FAX

513

921
921

0146
2536
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THE 1974% REGISTRAR'S R E P O R T
Steve Harding

In my previous reports I presented information received from the Archivist
were sent to North
at British Motor Heritage in regard to how many 7 4 % ~
America, ("MCB Driver" Vol. 3, #1) and how to distinguish a 74%from any other
rubber-bumpered MGB or BGT ("Driver" Vol. 3, #6).
1 now intend to present fellow Register members' stories about their 74%'Bs
and also share some pictures. I begin with John Burrows from Marysville, Ohio,
who discovered his MGB in a rather unusual place, but 1'11 let him tell you the
story of his discovery...
"I found my 1974%MGB GT (GHD5UE 364340G) in an underground storage
area below a warehouse which contained masses of DeLorean parts from the factory. There were racks of seats, engines, transmissions, doors, dashes, etc. It was
fascinating to tour around the place!
The BGT had been stored for 8 years in a corner, and the doglegs were rusted out, along with areas over the rear wheels, and both front fenders were full of
rusty holes. The battery was long dead but the owner put in a battery and the car
started and displayed 75 Ibs. of oil pressure! BUT, there was no exhaust backpressure due to the pile of rusty scrap underneath that used to be the exhaust
system! The driver's seat was ripped badly as was the rear jump seat. The tires
were also very low, and both doors were open-and had been for some time-so
the dust was measurable in inches!
At one time an oil cooler line had burst and sprayed oil all over the engine
bay-it had never been cleaned off-just driven for another year after repair, and
was it ever a sticky mess? The underside of the car was solid, no rust anywhere
and I was rather surprised at that.
After some haggling I bought the MGB for $500, changed the oil and filter and
drove it 25 miles to my home. I saw no police though some tractor drivers turned
their heads! After eighteen months I now have the car looking good and driving
nicely, complete with a new stainless steel exhaust system!"
If you'd like your 74% MGB or GT presented in the "MCB Driver" send your
story and picture to the 74% Registrar, Steve Harding, 1913-D Darby Road,
Havertown, PA 19083-2407.

V A L U E D SUPPORTERS O F T H E N A M C B R
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Lever Shocks Rebuilt MG TC TD A B C Midget
Tubeshock Kits Rear $78
Urethane Front Brushing Kit $50
Adjustable Front Shock Arms Midget $32
MGB Rear Suspension Update $1 27
MGB 5 Speed Transmission Kit

-

-

For MG B-GT & CGT
Inside Mount Sunshade $40 Gas Hatchback Supports $60 Pair
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The 1974% MCB GT of John Burrows.
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633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY. N.J. 08226
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMGBR

VALUEDSUPPORTERSOFTHENAMGBR

I

w

:. Mo1ore

MGB Parts
New and Used

sident

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Ibuquerque, NM 87105

JOE CURT0 INC.

Connell's
MG Service

Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and British Car Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

GENUINE

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1545-6108

718-762-SUSU
SPARES

Bob Connell

I

(762-7878)
FAX: 718-762-6287

SALES

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

Irj

1

I

I

-

4

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR
TOM & JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE, CT 06370
(203) 889-0178

I

I

I

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMGBR

'JALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR
r

-a

MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN-HEALEY
SPECIALIZING

IN N G s
C A L L US!
FOR A L L YOUR

~ BRITISH
N E ~ ECAR
F IPARTS.
N D ) ,

BRITISH CAR
NEEDS
(209) 948-8754
N O R M A N NOCK

D and R E n t e r ~ r i s e s
IMPORTERS 1 RETAILERS OF F I ~ E
EUROPEAN
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

-

PARTS REPAIRS
RESTORATION

ROSS W. WHITAKER

Bnz~

New Address as of May 1,1994:
631 S.E. 215th Avenue
Gresham, OR 97030

FAX #. (209) 948-1030

2060 N WILSON WAY STOCKTON CA95205

Jim Noble

Dennis Trowbridge -'

4 Brake cyl~nderscompletely

rebuilt and sleeved.
4 Lifetime Lilted Warranty.
Please cull us nowformore mnformation.

White Post Restofations
ne Old Car Dnve

Rob Medynski

333 Stone Road

+ White Post, VA 22663

1650 M a n s f l e l d Street

Santa Cruz.

Day13" 3r10D
e"rP2"

1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

$35.00
per hr.

Custom OtIsets. rrm s1zeS. tubeless
Vtntage raclng apphcal~ons
Convers~onslo wlre wheels

1

CA 95062

(408) 479-4495 - informatron, orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL - to request free catalogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(20 1)-726-3096

m

BRITISH WIRE WHEEL

15 yrs.
Experience

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING& TRUING

q f i'
U I U .ITE

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"

-

..

Avon
TIRES
Dunlop
& TUBES
Mlchelln
BF Goodr~ch etc
Wh~tewalls8 Redwalls added

SPLNED HUBS, KNOaCOrrS. HAMMERS

W maintlin the law,most comprehensiw imnrory of the abm products in the U.S.
W offer knowle~abk%nice and the fim mcrchmdiu ar the loweu price

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!
The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE t o MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number t o P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior t o publication for inclusion. (i.e. July/August issue deadline is June
1st.) So you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the originating state
is shown after each ad!

FOR SALE
1971 MGB-Metallic Blue, new top, interior, very detailed. (708)891-5794, IL
1974 MGB-Red w/black interior. 86K miles very little rust, has crack in dash
and needs paint. $2750 (215)297-5768, PA
1973 MGB-Roadster, recently repainted in original BRG, 53K miles, No Rust.
(708)858-1093, IL
1974 MGB GT-Rare Mirage color, chrome bumper, 90K miles, 2nd owner,
strong engine and everything works. Lots of history. $5495., (414)784-3615, WI
1977 MGB V8-Tahiti Blue, Rover SDl conversion, 225 BHP, 5-speed box, lowered uprated suspension and brakes, Minilites, Moss tan leather interior. A
California car converted by British Parts Direct and having 1,500 miles on an
engine rebuilt by John Twist. $16,500, (517)486-5007, MI
1978 MGB-Excellent condition, completely restored throughout, engine professionally rebuilt 500 mls ago, show quality. $6700 obo., (913)242-7703, KS

WANTED
1969-'74 MGB-Roadster, good condition in Black o r White. (708) 566-3606, IL
1967 GAN4 1275cc Midget-Good solid car. Call me! (404)381-5994, GA

PARTS FOR SALE
1977 Midget engine running excellent $350, Transmission $250, Rear end $100
or all for $550. NEW front and rear rubber bumpers for Midget $225, the pair.
(61 6)874-5967, MI
Two MG 1100 engines, one rebuilt. Lots of MGB parts 1962-'80. MGB GT body
shell, 5 MGB motors, 6 Transmissions non old. Call either (410)836-7756 o r
(410)879-6975, MD
Twin SU carbs with manifold and linkage for rubber bumper conversion. Early
MGB short block (3 main). All synchro gearbox. Pair of doors for 1952-'65 MGB
excellent condition. Complete windscreen, chrome bumpers, front rubber
bumper complete. Right front brake caliper-rebuilt. Refinished 'crinkle' dash for
1962-'67 MGB. Tail and side marker assemblies. Four early MGB 1962-'65 steel
wheels, early overdrive unit professionally rebuilt. New (still in box) front fender for 1965-'68 MGB GT. O/Drive gearbox for MGA-early MGB. Lots of other good
stuff! (816)361-5370, MO
Original factory issue black full tonneau and half tonneau covers. Orphaned
from a 1980 MGB Roadster, but will fit 1971 or later car. First $125 takes both
includes shipping. (513)241-2026, OH
Rubber bumper t o chrome bumper conversion kits. Parting out 1974%MGB GT
with rebuilt carbs, non O/D box, bumpers, steering rack, radiator. For prices,
send a SASE to: P.O. Box 31 1, Palmyra, MI 49268
58

WHERE TO 'B!
~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers
please check for up t o date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs t o submit their MG events t o "MCB
~ ~ i Information
~ ~ ~ must
" . include, date, location, and contact phone number.
please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

MAJORMG EVENTS FOR 1994
May 6th, British Car Meet, Townsend, TN, (615)984-8711
May 7th, 4th Annual British Car Gathering, Tuxedo, NY, (201)777-2331
May 13th/15th, MG Bluegrass Bash, Lexington, KY, (606)263-3166
May 21st, All British Meet, Sparks, NV, (702)826-0825
May 21st, British Car Day, Braselton, GA, (404)491-7573
May 22nd, All British Meet, Richmond, VA, (804)75%2753
May 27th/29th, Champagne British Car Meet, Urbana, IL, (217)366-5428
June 4th. British Car Meet, Louisville, KY, (502)245-9210
June 5th, British Car Show, Victor, NY,(716)234-0482
June 5th, MG Day, Brookline Museum of Transport, MA, (508)66%7140
June loth, Heartland Regional MG Meet, Independence, MO, (816)356-6053
June 12th, British Car Show, Smithville, NJ, (609)346-1987
June 12th/13th, Houston All British Expo, Houston, TX, (713)460-0586
June 14th/17th, Moss British Car Festival, Buellton, CA, (800)235-6954
June 19th, British Car Day, Sussex, WI, (414)562-5466
JUNE 23rd/26th, "MG '94" THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
CONVENTION, WASHINGTON, DC for details call (301)428-0264
June 22nd/26th, NEMGTR G.O.F., Syracuse, NY, (607)432-6835
July 6th/9th, G.O.F., Eureka Springs, AR, (918)627-4400
July loth, Cincinnati British Car Show, OH, .(513)662-9159
July 1lth/l7th, G.O.F. West, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, (607)432-6835
July 1lth/l2th, All British Car Days, Winston Salem, NC, (910)78%7291
July 17th, British Show &Swap Meet, Sacramento, CA, (310)392-6605
July 23rd, All British Field Meet, Seattle, WA, (206)644-7874
July 24th, MG 'Tea at the Vicarage' Rally, Howe, IN, (219)562-2703
July 24th, British Car Show, Bethlehem, CT, (203)354-9501
July 21st/24th, NAMGAR GT-19, Winston-Salem, NC, (704)846-6606
Aug 6 t h Annual British Car Day, Dayton, OH, (513)293-2819
Aug.5th/7th, Southeastern MG Festival, Clearwater, FL, (813)576-9474
Aug 12th/14th, MGC Register Convention, Toronto, (905)889-4028
Aug 19th/21st, University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)245-2141
Aug 28th Taste of Britain Show, Lancaster, PA, (717) 972-7528
Sept 8th/l lth, NEMGTR G.O.F., Trubull, CT, (607)432-6835
Sept l l t h , All British Meet, Palo Alto, CA, (310)392-6605
Sept gthlllth, 40th Collier Cup MG Race, Watkins Glen, NY, (716)624-2687
Sept 1 7 t h All British Meet, Moss Motors, Goleta, CA, (800)235-6954
Sept 24th MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 23th/25th, TSD Rally of the Pines, Ontario, Canada, (416)533-6464
Sept 23th/25th, Chicagoland MG 'Abingdon 94', Abingdon, IL, (708)858-8192
Sept 25th lndy British Motor Day, Indianapolis, IN, (317)831-1046
Oct 9 t h Wings &Wheels, Santa Monica, CA, (310)392-6605
Oct 1 5 t h MG Marque Day, Moss Motors, Dover, NJ, (201)365-0363

